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CONTACT INFO. 

EMAIL: 
iii.triplei.music@gmail.com

WEBSITE: 
www.triple-i-band.com

FB PAGE: 
www.facebook.com/triple.i.band

SOUND CLOUD: 
soundcloud.com/triple-i-band

YOUTUBE: 
youtube.com/channel/triple-i-band 

BACKGROUND INFO.

ORIGIN: 

NEW YORK CITY, USA. 2016

 

MEMBERS: 

LI ZONG  - COMPOSER

FEIFEI YANG  - ERHU

JIAJU SHEN  - PIPA

GENRES:

CONTEMPORARY CLASSICAL

INDIE POP

ELECTRONIC

CHINA WAVE

TRIPLE-I | TO BE (SINGLE)

1. TO BE

2. TO BE (LIVE VER.)

Triple-I is a New York City based trio band. They produces music with unique Asian urban aes-
thetics. Their goal is to revolutionize the status quo of Asian music, to invent modern Asians’ 

unique music vocabulary, to bring new life to ancient folk instruments, as well as to call for the 
world’s resonance and appreciation of Asian music (the globalization of Asian music vocabu-
lary), to interpret modern urban ideas and weaken national characteristics. They play rock and 
roll with special made electric pipa; they allow erhu play complex jazz beats; they suddenly shift 
tunes and rhythms following a beautiful melody; they sing pentatonic tones with robotic voices; 
they use avant-garde approach to improvise experimental sounds. They dressed up in elegant 
evening gowns at Carnegie Hall, then surprised the audience with braids and smokey makeups 
at Lincoln Center the very next day.

TRIPLE-I
 MUSIC BAND

Jiaju + Feifei
“FJ Music” (band)

Jiaju + Li 
“Black Silk”(mini album)

Li + Jiaju + Feifei 
“The Charm” (concert at the Carnegie Hall)

Feifei + Li 
“Vermillion Bird” (mini album)

Triple-I founded
 “Peace” (1st single)

2013. 2

2015. 8

2016. 2

2016. 4

2016. 5

“ The artists delved into quintessentially Chinese subject matter but through a markedly mod-
ern lens... the artists played different genres while building off Chinese musical scales. ”

By L’Agence France-Presse

“ Bringing contemporary interpretations and flavors of jazz, funk and reggae to traditional 
Chinese music.”

By China Daily

TRIPLE-I BAND  
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